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Abstract
Deverbal nouns are nominal forms of verbs
commonly used in written English texts to de-
scribe events or actions, as well as their argu-
ments. However, many NLP systems, and in
particular pattern-based ones, neglect to handle
such nominalized constructions. The solutions
that do exist for handling arguments of nominal-
ized constructions are based on semantic anno-
tation and require semantic ontologies, making
their applications restricted to a small set of
nouns. We propose to adopt instead a more
syntactic approach, which maps the arguments
of deverbal nouns to the universal-dependency
relations of the corresponding verbal construc-
tion. We present an unsupervised mechanism—
based on contextualized word representations—
which allows to enrich universal-dependency
trees with dependency arcs denoting arguments
of deverbal nouns, using the same labels as
the corresponding verbal cases. By sharing the
same label set as in the verbal case, patterns
that were developed for verbs can be applied
without modification but with high accuracy
also to the nominal constructions.

1 Introduction

Systems that aim to extract and summarize infor-
mation from large text collections often revolve
around the concept of predicates and their argu-
ments. Such predicates are often realized as verbs
(the performers interpret the music), but the same
predicative concepts can also be realized as nouns
(musical interpretation by the performers). This
process of realizing verbal predicates as nouns is
called nominalization, and it involves changing the
syntactic structures around the content words par-
ticipating in the construction, while keeping its se-
mantics the same. In this work, we are interested in
mapping arguments of nominal constructions that
appear in text, to the corresponding ones in verbal
structures (i.e., to identify the syntactic object role
of music and syntactic subject role of performers,
in music interpretation by the performers).

Rome destroyed the city
nsubj dobj

Rome ’s destruction of the city

nmod:poss

case

nmod

case

Rome ’s destruction of the city

nmod:poss

case

nmod

case
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Figure 1: Example of our task. Top: verbal argument
structure. Middle: nominal argument structure. Bottom:
nominal structure enriched with corresponding verbal
argument labels (thick blue edges).

Nominalizations, also known as nominal predi-
cates, are nouns derived from words of a differ-
ent part of speech, such as verbs or adjectives.
For example, in English1, the nominalization in-
terpretation is derived from the verb interpret, and
the nominalization precision is related to the ad-
jective precise. The usage of nominalizations is
widespread in English text, and according to Gure-
vich et al. (2007), about half of all sentences in
written texts contain at least one nominalization.
In our work, we observed a ratio of 120k nomi-
nalizations to 180k verbs, in a random collection
of 100k Wikipedia sentences. Thus, interpretation
of nominalizations is central to many language un-
derstanding tasks. In the current work, We focus
on nominalizations which are derived solely from
verbs, commonly called deverbal nouns.

Existing attempts around identifying arguments
of nominalizations either rely on a predefined se-
mantic roles ontology (e.g., SRL based roles such

1While this work focuses on English nominalizations, the
phenomena itself is not English specific.
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as those in VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) or FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998)) as suggested by Pradhan et al.
(2004), Padó et al. (2008) and Zhao and Titov
(2020), or consider a limited subset of nominal-
ized structures (Lapata (2000) and Gurevich and
Waterman (2009)). Early works approached the
task in a fully supervised manner (Lapata (2000),
Pradhan et al. (2004)), hence suffering from insuf-
ficient annotated nominal data. To overcome that,
Padó et al. (2008) and more recently Zhao and Titov
(2020) considered a transfer scenario from verbal
arguments to nominal arguments while assuming
only supervised data for verbs. Nevertheless, their
methods were limited to specific predicates, even
with extensive annotated verbal data. Moreover,
the previous works considered each a different set
of argument types due to supervision constraints.

Our Proposed Task Rather than relying on a pre-
defined semantic roles ontology, in this work we
propose to map the arguments of deverbal nouns
to the syntactic arguments of the corresponding
active verbal form. This allows us to define a task
with a consistent and a restricted label set (syntac-
tic subject, syntactic object, syntactic prepositional
modifier with preposition X), while still maintain-
ing expressivity: if one knows how to extract the
verbal argument from the active verbal form, they
will be able to also extract the nominal ones.

A natural formulation is to ask “How will this
verb arguments be realized in a deverbal noun con-
struction?”. However, this approach is problematic,
as the same verbal structure, e.g. IBM appointed
Sam as manager, can be realized in many differ-
ent ways around the same nominalization, includ-
ing: IBM’s appointment of Sam as manager, Sam’s
appointment as manger by IBM and Sam’s IBM
appointment as manager.

One solution would be to ask for all the possible
nominal realizations. This is the approach taken by
nominalization lexicons such as NomLex (Macleod
et al., 1998). However, this is also problematic in
practice, as the different possible syntactic struc-
tures may conflict when encountering a nominal-
ization within a sentence (IBM’s appointment vs.
Sam’s appointment).

We resolve this by asking the opposite question:
“given a nominalized instance within a sentence and
its set of arguments, how will these arguments map
to those of an active verb construction?”. That is,
rather than asking “how will this verbal construc-
tion be realized as a nominal one” we ask “how

will this nominal case be realized as an active verb
construction”. Using this formulation, we define a
corpus enrichment task, in which we take in a cor-
pus of syntactic trees, and annotate each deverbal
noun case with its nominal arguments, using the
corresponding verbal argument labels. An example
of the trees enrichment is provided in Figure 1.

Potential Utility Our motivation follows that of
Tiktinsky et al. (2020): we imagine the use of the
enhanced trees in systems that integrates universal
dependency trees (Nivre et al., 2016) as part of
their logic, using machine-learned or pattern-based
techniques. Our proposed enrichment will allow
users to search for a verb construction, and retrieve
also nominal realizations of the same relation.

One proposed usage case regards the task of
Open Information Extraction (OpenIE; Etzioni
et al., 2008), which refers to the extraction of rela-
tion tuples from plain text, without demanding a
predefined schema. These tuples can be extracted
from both verbal and nominal phrases, e.g., the
tuple (Steve Jobs; founded; Apple) from the phrase
Steve Jobs founded Apple and the tuple (IBM; re-
search) from the phrase IBM’s research. Some
OpenIE systems, such as Renoun (Yahya et al.,
2014) and Angeli et al.’s (2015) system, integrate
rule-based patterns to extract such relations from
nominal phrases, e.g., (X; Y) from phrases of the
structure “X’s Y”. However, these patterns can
be misleading, as IBM’s research interprets dif-
ferently from Rome’s destruction (IBM researched
vs. Rome was destructed), leading to contradicting
relations. To overcome that, we suggest using verb-
based patterns to extract relations from nominal
phrases, upon integrating our enhanced trees. Con-
cretely, based our enhanced trees, an OpenIE sys-
tem can use a pattern that detects the nsubj-phrase
and dobj-phrase for both verbs and nouns, to con-
struct the relation tuple (nsubj; verb/noun; dobj).
With this approach, different nominal phrases with
the same syntactic structure, would properly map to
different ordered relations, as (destruction; Rome)
for the phrase Rome’s destruction.

An Unsupervised Approach We take an unsu-
pervised approach to this nominal-to-verbal argu-
ment mapping, relying on pre-trained contextual-
ized word representations. The intuition behind
our approach is that in order to resolve nominal
arguments to verbal ones, there are two prominent
signals: the semantic types of the arguments, and
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their syntactic configuration with respect to their
predicate. We hypothesize that pre-trained contex-
tualized word embeddings capture both of these
signals (as shown in Section 7.2), and also capture
the similarities between the verbal and nominal
cases (as demonstrated in Appendix A). Briefly,
our approach works by identifying the candidate
arguments of each deverbal noun instance, retriev-
ing a set of sentences containing the correspond-
ing active verb form, encoding both the deverbal
noun instance and the active verb sentences us-
ing a masked language model, and searching for
a mapping that maximizes some similarity metric
between the nominal argument candidates and the
verbal instances.

Our contributions in this work are thus two-
fold: (1) we formulate the task of aligning nominal
arguments to the arguments of their corresponding
active verbal form; and (2) we propose an unsu-
pervised method for tackling this task. We also
provide code2 for enriching universal dependency
trees (Nivre et al., 2016) with nominal arguments.

2 Deverbal Nouns

Deverbal nouns are one type of nominalizations
which are derived specifically from verbs, e.g., the
deverbal noun treatment is derived from the verb
treat. The events represented by deverbal nouns are
described using phrases in the sentence that com-
plement the nouns. The arguments of the deverbal
noun correspond to the arguments of the matching
verb; each matches a different question about the
action taken. For instance, in the phrase profes-
sional treatment of illness, professional refers to
the actor/subject of the verb treat (professionals),
and illness refers to the object of the action treat.

The deverbal nouns, as typical nouns, are most
often complemented by other noun phrases (treat-
ment of illness, his treatment and health treatment)
and adjectives (professional treatment). Implicit
and other types of complementing arguments are
not considered part of this work’s scope. Each de-
verbal noun defines a unique structure of these argu-
ments, assigning different roles for the same typed
arguments. For instance, consider the phrases time
preference of the individual and individual waste
of time, which match the same syntactic structure
(“noun-compound of noun”). However, the first
sentence matches the structure “Obj Noun of Subj”

2Our code is available at https://github.com/
AvivWn/NounVerbUDTransfer

(“individuals2 prefer time1”), and the second sen-
tence refers to the structure “Subj Noun of Obj”
(“individual1 waste time2”). Furthermore, even the
same deverbal noun may demand different labels
for similar arguments in different contexts. For ex-
ample, in the phrase “Rome’s destruction”, Rome
was destroyed, whereas in the phrase “Rome’s de-
struction of the city”, Rome is the destroyer. There-
fore, the argument roles are not determined solely
by syntactic structure, and incorporate a mix of
syntactic configuration, argument semantics, and
predicate-specific information.

3 Related Works

Arguments of nominalizations were long inves-
tigated in the field of NLP. One early research
explored the syntactic structure of the arguments
and modeled the structure of many nominaliza-
tions, resulting in a detailed lexicon called Nom-
Lex (Macleod et al., 1998). The lexicon seeks to
describe the allowed complements structures for
a nominalization and relate the nominal comple-
ments to the arguments of the corresponding verb.
Following the publishing of NomLex, Meyers et al.
(1998) described how an Information Extraction
(IE) system could exploit the linguistic informa-
tion in the NomLex lexicon. Yet, the suggested ap-
proach remained hardly utilized by further research,
as many works only exploited the verb-noun pairs
specified by the lexicon.

Regarding identifying and labeling nominaliza-
tion’s arguments, a supervised approach was sug-
gested while considering various task settings. One
preceding paper by Lapata (2000) presented a prob-
abilistic procedure to infer whether the modifier of
a nominalization (the head noun) stands in subject
or object relation with it. For instance, the algo-
rithm should predict that the modifier’s role in the
phrase child behavior is subject since the phrase
refers to the child as the agent of the action de-
scribed by the verb behave. Stated differently, this
procedure focuses on extracting only one specific
argument of nominalizations in a noun phrase. An-
other distinguished paper by Pradhan et al. (2004)
considered FrameNet-based (Baker et al., 1998) se-
mantic arguments of nominalizations and applied a
machine learning framework for eventive nominal-
izations in English and Chinese, aiming to identify
and label their arguments. Finally, Kilicoglu et al.
(2010) published a similar approach for nominal-
izations used in biomedical text.
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Some related works acknowledge the shortage
of labeled argument nominalizations and suggest
unsupervised methods for data expansion based on
labeled argument verbs. Similarly to ours, these
works exploited the similarity and alignment of
the noun-verb arguments. For example, Padó et al.
(2008) and Zhao and Titov (2020) considered the
argument labeling task for nominalizations in a
setup where the verbal sentences are human la-
beled, and with regards to semantic role labeling
(SRL) arguments. Padó et al. (2008) exploited the
similarities between the argument structure of event
nominalizations and corresponding verbs while uti-
lizing common syntactic features and distributional-
semantic similarities. More recently, Zhao and
Titov (2020) suggested a variational auto-encoder
method, in which the labeler serves as an encoder,
whereas the decoder generates the selectional pref-
erences of the arguments for the predicted roles.

A different approach taken by Gurevich and Wa-
terman (2009) using a fully unsupervised manner
while automatically extracting and labeling verbal
arguments of verbs from a large parsed corpus of
Wikipedia. This approach resembles an intermedi-
ate stage of ours yet differs as it considers a reduced
set of argument types (subject and object) and a
reduced possible set of argument syntax for the
nominalizations (possessive and ‘of’ arguments).
Lately, Lee et al. (2021) engaged with a different
task with similar applications. They suggested an
unsupervised method for paraphrasing clauses with
nominalizations into active verbal clauses.

4 Task Definition

As discussed in the introduction, we define a task
of labeling the arguments of deverbal nouns within
a sentence, with labels of the arguments in the cor-
responding active verb constructions. Here we pro-
vide a more complete and formal definition. While
our aim is to label all of the deverbal nouns in a
given corpus, here we focus on describing the task
with relation to a single instance of a sentence and
a deverbal noun within it.

We consider the syntactic arguments of active
verbal forms to belong to the set L consisting of
the universal dependency relations nsubj, dobj and
nmod:X, where X is a preposition (e.g., nmod:in,
nmod:on, nmod:with). In words, the syntactic
subject, syntactic object, and arguments attached
as prepositional phrases where the identity of the
preposition is part of the relation. While these

prepositions may correspond to many different se-
mantic roles, for a given verb they usually indicate
a concrete and unique role.

Formally, given a sentence with words
w1, . . . , wn, and a marked deverbal noun within
the sentence (say in position wi), we seek to find K
pairs of the form (relk, wjk), 1 ≤ k ≤ K, where
relk ∈ {nsubj, dobj, nmod:X} and wjk is a word
in the sentence (jk is an index of a sentence word).
For simplicity, we also demand that every relation
type cannot be repeated more than once in the iden-
tified set of pairs. These pairs indicate arguments
of the deverbal noun and their relations to it, ex-
pressed using an active-verb label set.

In Figure 1, the blue edges of the bottom tree
indicate the output (nsubj, 1), (dobj, 6). Note that
the task includes both the identification of the argu-
ments and their label assignment.

5 Methodology

While we intend to handle all deverbal nouns in
a given collection of sentences, here we focus on
how to resolve a single deverbal noun. We iden-
tify deverbal nouns and their corresponding verbal
forms based on a given lexicon of verb-noun pairs,
which we consider as input. In this work, we use
the NomLex lexicon (Macleod et al., 1998), where
future work can also replace this with a learned
model.

Given a deverbal noun within a sentence, we first
identify its potential arguments. This is realized
by searching a set of syntactic relations in the cor-
responding universal dependency tree (we use the
UDv1 parser trained by Tiktinsky et al. (2020) via
the spaCy toolkit3). We then label the arguments by
comparing their contextualized word embeddings
to those of the corresponding verb arguments, in
a set of sentences containing this verb (we further
motivate this comparison in Appendix A). Finally,
based upon the labeled arguments, we construct
the final output as pairs of the arguments’ label (i.e.
verbal UD relation) and the arguments’ head word.

5.1 Argument Identification

Given a sentence and a specific deverbal noun
within, we first identify the phrases which could
correspond to the desired arguments of the match-
ing verb. The identified set of phrases is referred
to as “argument candidates”. Naively, every phrase
in the sentence can complement the deverbal noun

3https://spacy.io
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ℓn = argmax
ℓ

sim(an, avg({ã | ℓ(ã) = ℓ, ã ∈ Ã})) (1a)

ℓn = argmax
ℓ

sum({sim(an, ã) | ℓ(ã) = ℓ, ã ∈ knn(an, Ã, k)}) (1b)

and be considered as an argument, thus resulting in
a relatively large set of candidates. To reduce this
set, we consider the syntactic dependency tree of
the sentence, searching for words that stand with
direct dependency relation with the deverbal noun.
Then, for every identified word we construct the
argument candidate as the phrase corresponding to
the subtree headed by this word according to the
dependency tree. More specifically, we observed
that arguments of deverbal nouns are realized using
words that stand with the deverbal nouns in a small
set of possible syntactic relations: nmod:poss, com-
pound, amod, and nmod:X. Table 1 provides an
example of these syntactic relations, using argu-
ment candidates for the deverbal noun analysis. In
Section 7.1 we compare this approach and other
considered approaches to identify the arguments.

Phrase UD Relation

his analysis nmod:poss
data analysis compound

linguistic analysis amod
analysis of the data nmod:of

Table 1: The types of UD relations we used to identify
candidate arguments, and their example with the dever-
bal noun analysis.

5.2 Argument Labeling

Upon argument identification, we aim to label
the identified argument candidates of the dever-
bal nouns, with the desired argument types (nsubj,
dobj, nmod:X or ∅), such that the labels align to
the labels of the corresponding arguments in the
active verbal form (the label ∅ indicates that this
argument candidate is not in fact an argument of
the noun, such as primary in the phrase the primary
influence). For instance, in the sentence The em-
peror’s destruction of Paris, we wish to label the
emperor as nsubj and Paris as dobj, since the sen-
tence can only be understood as the verbal sentence
The emperor destroyed Paris.

Concretely, denote the argument candidates as
a1, . . . , aN . We need to assign them with labels

ℓ1, . . . , ℓN , where ℓi ∈ {∅, nsubj, dobj, nmod:X},
under the constraint that every two arguments ai,
aj , can share labels if and only if they match the
label ∅ (as emphasized in the defined task).

We start from obtaining a set of verbal reference
sentences S, containing M sentences s1, . . . , sM ,
each sentence sm contains the verbal form of the
deverbal noun (these are obtained using a simple
keyword search). In each of these instances sm,
we use simple active and passive verbal depen-
dency patterns to identify the Am verbal arguments
ãm1 , ..., ãmAm

, labelled as ℓ̃m1 , . . . , ℓ̃mAM
. Intuitively,

we now seek to find for each of our nominal ar-
gument an the most similar verbal argument ãmj ,
and match their labels. In our experiments, we
obtained a set S containing about 1,500 reference
sentences4 regarding every verb that was required
by the evaluation datasets.

We encode both the input sentence and the refer-
ence sentences using a contextualized encoder (we
use BERT-large-uncased (Devlin et al., 2018) in
this work), resulting in vectors a1, . . . ,aN for the
input sentence and vectors ãm1 , ..., ãmAm

for each
verb reference sentence sm. We denote the entire
set of verbal arguments as Ã and the correspond-
ing set of vectors as Ã. We use a metric function
sim(a, ã) over the pair of vectors to quantify their
similarity (we use cosine similarity in this work).
We then choose the label of each nominal argument
an independently5 based on its closest neighbours
in Ã. We consider two variants: in the first one
(1a, nearest-avg-argument), we select the label ℓn
by averaging the reference vectors for each verbal
argument label, and then choosing the label whose
corresponding average vector is the most similar
to the nominal argument’s vector. In the second
variant (1b, k-nearest-argument), we take the k-
nearest verbal argument vectors (we use k=5) to
the nominal argument vector. We compute the sum
of similarities between an and each of the k-nearest
vector ã corresponding to each label, and choose

4We considered ≪1,500 reference sentences for less fre-
quent verbs.

5We also experimented with jointly labeling several argu-
ments, but did not see any benefit.
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the label with the highest sum.
For both labeling variants, we assign the label ∅

for arguments whose similarity with any other ref-
erence argument does not pass a chosen threshold.

6 Evaluation Data

Our task is to identify arguments of deverbal nouns
and assign each one of them a label from the set
L = {nsubj, dobj, nmod:X}. For evaluation, we
need sentences with deverbal nouns whose argu-
ments are labeled with these relations. For example,
the deverbal noun relocation in the phrase Family
relocation to Manchester should be labeled with
the pairs (nsubj, 1) and (nmod:to, 4), as specified
in Section 4.

We create three such evaluation datasets, the first
based on a nominalization paraphrasing dataset,
and the other two are based on the NomLex lexicon,
while they differ by the coverage of deverbal nouns
that they consider, as we further explain. Moreover,
to compare our method’s performance to earlier
works, we consider the CoNLL-2009 dataset (Hajič
et al., 2009) for evaluation, as we discuss in 7.3.

The paraphrasing-derived evaluation set is de-
rived from a manually annotated dataset for the task
of paraphrasing sentences from nominal to verbal
form (Lee et al., 2021). The original dataset in-
cludes a collection of 449 samples from 369 unique
sentences representing 142 different verbs. Each
sample represents a paraphrasing between the orig-
inal nominalization phrase (from a given sentence)
and a verbal clausal phrase, for instance genetic
analysis from a sample which is paraphrased as
analyze genes from a sample. For every paraphras-
ing sample, the dataset specifies the components of
the nominal phrase within the structure “adj/noun
nominalization prep pobj”, and the components of
the active verbal phrase (“arg0 verb arg1 pp”).

To construct our evaluation set based on this
data, we first match each of the nominal compo-
nents adj/noun and pobj with a verbal component
from the set of arg0, arg1 and pp, choosing the one
with the closest orthography to the nominal one.
From this, we derive the verbal argument labeling
for the components of the nominal phrase. Then,
we replace each verbal label with its matching UD
relation.6 Finally, for every nominal component
we determine its head word position in the given

6arg0 7→ nsubj, arg1 7→ dobj, pp 7→ nmod:X, where X is
determined by the leading preposition.

context. The word positions paired with the match-
ing verbal relations, construct a sample in our new
paraphrasing-derived evaluation set.

In the course of dataset construction, we filter
out some data samples. To start with, data samples
that specify two nominal components that match
the same verbal component were removed from
our dataset, as they do not fit the constraints of
the defined task. For example, in the phrase envi-
ronmental assessment for the project the combined
components of the noun can be understood together
as the object of the matching verb (assess the envi-
ronmental impact of the project), hence resulting
with two nominal arguments labeled with the same
verbal relation. Secondly, we consider only the
first single data sample for every repeated nominal
phrase to ensure a single truth of labeling for every
nominal phrase. Following the filtering process we
remain with 309 samples with 122 different verbs.

The NomLex evaluation sets are constructed us-
ing the NomLex lexicon.7 The NomLex lexicon
contains a list of about 4k deverbal nouns, and for
each of them specifies the various ways in which
their arguments can be realized syntactically, and
how they map to the corresponding verbal argu-
ments. For example, an adapted NomLex entry for
a deverbal noun like destruction would specify the
related forms of the noun (i.e., the verb and other
related deverbal nouns) and, most significantly, a
set of dependency-tree patterns corresponding to
several different realizations of the noun. Each
dependency-tree pattern represents a set of labeled
arguments in a specific dependency tree. For in-
stance, the entry of destruction would contain a
pattern that corresponds to the dependency struc-
ture shown in the middle of Figure 1 and demands
the labeling of Rome as subject and city as ob-
ject. Hence, using a parsed dependency tree of a
sentence with a deverbal noun, we can extract the
labeled arguments in the sentence for any speci-
fied pattern that fulfills the sentence’s dependency
structure. However, this method does not allow for
a definitive decision in many cases, as the lexicon
often contains multiple labeled contradicting pat-
terns. In Section 7 we show that relying solely on
NomLex results in a significantly lower precision.

We collect English Wikipedia sentences from
7We converted the NomLex lexicon from its original LISP-

based formatting and phrase-structure trees, to a more modern
form encoded in JSON and using UD syntactic relations. The
code for this conversion is accessible at https://github.
com/AvivWn/NounVerbUDTransfer.
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Guo et al. (2020) that contain a deverbal noun,
and for each sentence, we identify the deverbal
noun’s arguments and labels based on the adapted
NomLex entry as described above. We discard sen-
tences for which the entry suggests two or more
different assignments, when matching two or more
dependency patterns. We then map NomLex’s la-
bels into the corresponding dependency relations
of the active verbal form. To match the exam-
ples in the paraphrasing dataset, we consider only
data samples with two labeled arguments each.
We divide the collected samples into two evalu-
ation sets based on the verbal form of the repre-
sented deverbal nouns. NomLexparaphrasing con-
siders only samples which refer to verbs that ap-
peared in the paraphrasing-derived corpus, whereas
NomLexother considers samples that match 315
other verbs. In each evaluation set, we keep 25
labeled sentences for each verb.

Tune/Test Split Our method is unsupervised but
still requires tuning of hyperparameters. We keep
a tuning subset for each origin of the evaluation
set (paraphrasing-derived and NomLex), which is
also used for evaluation during development. In the
paraphrasing dataset, we sample 20% of the dataset
to construct the tuning set while keeping aside 80%
of the dataset for evaluation. Out of the 122 verbs in
the paraphrasing-derived evaluation set, 12 appear
only in the tuning set, 83 only in the test set, and 27
appear in both sets. The split aims to ensure that
the results are not verb-specific and to prevent over-
fitting, as we do hyperparameter optimization on
the tuning set, which does not contain all the verbs
that appear in the test set. To tune the method for
NomLex-based data, we perform a similar tune-test
split on NomLexparaphrasing based upon the same
tune-test verb division made for the paraphrasing
evaluation set. Concretely, NomLex instances of
the 12 tuning-only verbs and 83 test-only verbs
were included only in the NomLex tuning set and
test set, correspondingly; Instances of the 27 com-
mon verbs were divided into the tune-test sets in
a 20%-80% ratio. Moreover, we preserve entirely
NomLexother corpus for testing.

Evaluation Metrics We use two evaluation met-
rics: Relation-F1 is the F1 score of all the pre-
dicted word-relation pairs compared to the gold
labeled pairs (without distinguishing argument la-
bels, for comparability with Zhao and Titov (2020)
which uses CoNLL-2009 evaluation scorer (Hajič

et al., 2009)). Exact-Match scores how many noun
instances had all their relations identified and la-
beled correctly. A predicted relation is considered
correct if it matches both the same argument head
word and the same label as the gold relation.

7 Experiments and Results

In this section, we consider the results of our
method on the evaluation sets and experiments we
conducted concerning the two stages of our method.
The setup which produced the best results is dis-
cussed in 7.2, including the chosen hyperparame-
ters, which were tuned over the tuning sets.

Baseline As a baseline for our approach, we con-
sidered the same process we used for generating
the NomLex evaluation sets. More specifically, for
a given parsed sentence with a given deverbal noun,
our baseline method attempts to match the dever-
bal noun instance with all dependency patterns in
appropriate entry within the adapted NomLex lex-
icon. Every fulfilled pattern should result in a set
of labeled arguments. The combined set of non-
colliding arguments, i.e., arguments that match a
single argument type, are then mapped into pairs
of headwords and UD relations, which are also the
output of the baseline method.

7.1 Argument Identification

Using the set of relation labels in Section 5.2 and
considering each one of them as an argument can-
didate, we cover 94.6% of all the relations in our
paraphrasing-derived test-set, while producing 76
candidates (16.2% of all proposed candidates) that
are not arguments. We find this to be of sufficient
coverage and accuracy for the paraphrasing dataset.
Regarding the NomLex evaluation sets, all argu-
ments were identified using that relations set (100%
coverage), while producing 24.8% and 23.1% non-
argument candidates for NomLexparaphrasing and
NomLexother, respectively. As NomLex does not
consider adjectival arguments, we choose to con-
sider a reduced set of dependency relations without
the amod relation, keeping the same coverage and
producing only 8.8% and 8.7% non-argument can-
didates, respectively.

For the paraphrasing-derived dataset we also con-
sidered two other alternatives: relying on the in-
formation in the NomLex lexicon for each noun,
resulting in coverage of 58.5% and producing 6.9%
non-argument candidates, and relying on NomLex
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Paraphrasing-derived NomLexparaphrasing NomLexother
Method F1 Exact F1 Exact F1 Exact

baseline (NomLex-based) 43.42 7.66 - - - -
all-subject 27.67 0.00 37.04 0.00 41.52 0.00
all-object 36.50 0.00 40.24 0.00 38.19 0.00
nearest-avg-argument 44.08 17.74 39.81 18.38 40.10 19.49
k-nearest-argument 62.93 36.29 53.74 34.98 53.67 35.06

Table 2: The best results of the two suggested labelers on the three test sets, compared to the baseline process and
the naive methods. Regarding metrics, ‘F1’ refers to Relation-F1 and ‘Exact’ refers to Exact-Match.

lexicon while also considering amod relations, re-
sulting in an increased coverage (85.3%) and in-
creased non-argument candidates (13.9%). These
low coverage results are anticipated as NomLex
lexicon lacks the representation of some nominal
structures, hence we chose the label-set approach
as it was the most effective one.

We explored the resulted argument candidates
and gathered three main reasons for the non-
argument candidates. First, some correspond to
arguments missing in the evaluation set. In the
paraphrasing set, this is due to the focus on two
arguments structure for each deverbal noun; In con-
trast, in the NomLex evaluation sets, this is primar-
ily due to discarding of undetermined arguments
and for the lack of prepositional adjuncts represen-
tation (which are captured using the dependency
relations). Other resulted non-argument candidates
are misaligned with the correct arguments, not shar-
ing the same head-word, as emerged from a human-
based evaluation set (such as paraphrasing-derived).
Finally, the remaining non-arguments are indeed
not an argument of the noun.

7.2 Argument Labeling

Main Results We experiment with two differ-
ent labeling methods, as discussed in Section 5.2:
nearest average of reference argument representa-
tions for each argument (nearest-avg-argument); k-
nearest reference arguments (k-nearest-argument).
The results of the various labeling methods are
shown in Table 2 while considering the most suit-
able identification method for every evaluation set
as raised from the argument identification compari-
son. We report our results on the three test sets and
in comparison with the performance of the base-
line method and naive ‘all-subject’ and ‘all-object’
methods (which label all argument relations with
nsubj and dobj, respectively). As articulated from
our results, both labeling methods performed bet-

ter than the baseline regarding the paraphrasing
evaluation set. Moreover, k-nearest-argument out-
performed nearest-avg-argument on all metrics of
all evaluation sets. Best results were attained by
calibrating the methods on the matching tuning
sets, e.g., selecting a specific threshold for labeling
∅-typed arguments (0.56 for paraphrasing tune-set
and 0.48 for NomLex tune-set). Yet, we examined
similar performance tendencies between the tuning
sets and the test sets (see Appendix B), implying
a generalization of our method for other examples.
We further validated our method generalization for
any arbitrary verb, by scoring relatively similar re-
sults on NomLexother as on NomLexparaphrasing
without additional tuning, while each considers
nouns that match a different set of verbs. The ex-
tended results in Appendix B also demonstrate the
Relation-F1 scores of our best method regarding
the most common relations in the test sets.

Importance of Contextualization Arguments of
verbs and deverbal nouns share semantics, as both
commonly paraphrase the same entity in different
contexts. For instance, the subject of the verb ac-
quire usually matches the semantic role of a ‘HU-
MAN’ (John acquired the ingredients) or a ‘COM-
PANY’ (Apple acquired another startup company).
The same subjects can be realized in a deverbal
noun context, as in The ingredients acquisition of
john and Apple’s acquisition of the startup com-
pany, correspondingly. The semantic role of words
can be represented by vector representations, both
contextualized representations as BERT and uncon-
textualized representations as Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) vectors. We compared our main results
with pre-trained BERT-based representations to un-
contextualized representations, using pre-trained
Fasttext Word2Vec model made by Bojanowski
et al. (2017). The results of our method regarding
the two representations are shown in Table 3. Us-
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ing Word2Vec we see a decrease of about 25% in
Relation-F1 and about 40% in Exact-Match com-
pared to BERT results using our best method, from
which we conclude that the context of the argument
also affects the performance of our method.

Method BERT Word2Vec
nearest-avg-arg 44.08 (17.74) 20.78 (4.44)
k-nearest-arg 62.93 (36.29) 46.53 (21.37)

Table 3: The best results of the suggested labelers using
BERT and Word2Vec representations, on the paraphras-
ing test set, specified as “Relation-F1 (Exact-Match)”.

Syntax vs Semantics The previous experiment
has demonstrated that the contextualized vectors
outperform the static ones, suggesting the need for
more than word semantics. In the following ex-
periment, we further quantify the contribution of
syntactic position vs. argument semantics to the
final predictions. We manipulate the paraphrasing
evaluation set by switching the sentence positions
of the two specified arguments for each tagging
sample. Note that the resulting sentence is usu-
ally neither grammatically nor semantically correct.
Then, we apply our labeling stage while consider-
ing the BERT vectors over the arguments in the
new positions. When compared to the labels of the
same arguments received in the original positions,
we see almost 70% difference. Thus, the syntactic
position has an innegligible effect on the verb-noun
alignment that our method aims to resolve.

7.3 Comparison to Earlier Work

Existing unsupervised attempts that approach the
nominal argument labeling task as a transfer sce-
nario from verbal arguments to nominal arguments
(as our work), rely on a predefined semantic roles
ontology. For instance, Zhao and Titov (2020)
consider SRL roles of verbs to label nouns with
the same set of roles, as appears in CoNLL-2009
dataset (Hajič et al., 2009). Our defined task and
proposed methods do not require a predefined se-
mantic roles ontology, yet can be tested on one
for comparability with such existing work. Thus,
we apply our labeling methods on CoNLL-2009
nominal test data after verbalizing the nominal
predicates in the dataset while considering the
CoNLL-2009 verbal train data as verbal references.
For evaluation comparability with Zhao and Titov
(2020), we skip the argument identification stage

and assume the identified arguments are given. Fi-
nally, we calculate the F1 performance (as dis-
cussed for “Relation-F1” in Section 6) of our meth-
ods, which we compare to the matching ones re-
ported by Zhao and Titov (2020). As shown in
Table 4, our best method (‘k-nearest-argument’)
outperforms their baselines (‘Most-frequent’, ‘Fac-
torization’ and ‘Direct-transfer’). However, their
‘Full-system’ approach transcends our method by
exploiting a supervised verbal SRL system and data
augmentations, which we do not use in our work.

Method F1
Most-frequent 56.51
Factorization 44.48
Direct-transfer 55.85
Full-system 63.09
k-nearest-argument (Ours) 58.82

Table 4: F1 results reported by Zhao and Titov (2020)
on CoNLL-2009 nominal test data, compared to the
result of our best labeler applied on the same dataset.

8 Conclusions

In this work, we formulate the task of aligning argu-
ments of deverbal nouns to the arguments of their
corresponding active verbal form. We formulate
the task as a UD enrichment task, aiming to enrich
deverbal nouns in text with verbal UD relations for
the matching nominal arguments. Our formulation,
compared to the ones suggested in previous works,
does not rely on a predefined roles ontology.

We suggest an unsupervised approach to this
nominal-to-verbal argument mapping based on pre-
trained contextualized word representations. Our
method tries to match nominal identified arguments
with automatically extracted arguments of the cor-
responding verb. The suggested method outper-
forms the NomLex-based baseline, which is based
on an expertly constructed comprehensive lexicon.
We also show the importance of contextualization,
experiencing a 25% decrease in performance when
using uncontextualized vectors. Moreover, we fur-
ther validate our hypothesis that semantics and syn-
tactic structure are captured in the considered word
representations using a dedicated experiment.

We provide a standalone code for enriching uni-
versal dependency trees with nominal arguments
for a given parsed corpus, which can be integrated
into NLP systems that use universal dependency
patterns as part of their design or features.
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Limitations

The main drawback of the work is in its evaluation,
which was performed on datasets which were not
manually annotated for the task, but adapted to it in
various means. While we believe these evaluation
sets do provide a strong indication regarding task
performance, evaluating on bespoke data explicitly
annotated for the task is usually preferable. An-
other limitation is language specificity: the work
currently focuses on English, without considering
other languages, which are also left for future work.

Ethics Statement

Like all works that depend on embeddings, the
resulting models may be biased in various ways.
Users should take this into consideration when de-
ploying them in products.
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A Verb-Noun Argument Similarity

The similarity between arguments of verbs and ar-
guments of matching deverbal noun realizations
is a prominent requirement of our method. Sim-
ilarly, Zhao and Titov (2020) exploit verb-noun
similarities and base their approach on this assump-
tion. To explore this similarity, we take the ver-
bal and nominal arguments extracted by NomLex
of the types SUBJECT, OBJECT, PP, and unde-
termined (Unknown), embed them using a pre-
trained BERT-large-uncased model, and compare
their 2-dimensional representations (using t-SNE
algorithm (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) for
dimension reduction). These representations are
illustrated in Figure 2, demonstrating relatively sim-
ilar representations between arguments of the verbs
transport, participate and violate (marked as ’O’)
and the matching arguments of the corresponding
noun forms (marked as ’Y’). More concretely, most
nominal argument representations in these illustra-
tions have a nearby verbal argument neighbor with
the correct argument type. This similarity estab-
lishes the foundation of our work.

B Extended Main Results

We provide here more information regarding our
best results. In Table 5, we state the performance of
all suggested methods when applied to the tuning
sets, similar to our statement in Table 2. Moreover,
Table 6 summarizes the number of instances for the
most common verbal relations in each test set and
the Relation-F1 score of every such relation. As
expected, ‘nsubj’ and ‘dobj’ are the most common
relations in the test sets. Other regarded relations
are ‘nmod:x’ relations and ∅ relations (referring to
non-argument identifications or predictions).

(a) transport

(b) participate

(c) violate

Figure 2: Arguments representations of the verbs trans-
port, participate and violate and their matching nouns
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Paraphrasing-derived NomLexparaphrasing
Method Relation-F1 Exact-Match Relation-F1 Exact-Match

baseline (NomLex-based) 42.46 11.48 - -
all-subject 31.62 0.00 39.16 0.00
all-object 34.78 0.00 37.92 0.00
nearest-avg-argument 54.62 21.31 44.96 21.99
k-nearest-argument 67.21 40.98 58.16 41.84

Table 5: The best results of the two suggested labelers on the two tuning sets, compared to the baseline process and
the naive methods ‘all-subject’ and ‘all-object’.

Paraphrasing-derived NomLexparaphrasing NomLexother
Relation Type Support F1 Support F1 Support F1
nsubj 151 71.34 1910 62.86 6825 61.01
dobj 202 79.49 2075 63.08 6277 63.50
∅ 58 9.45 382 13.22 1191 16.09
nmod:to 24 50.00 162 22.11 419 14.11
nmod:with 14 19.35 77 23.92 404 34.60
nmod:for 11 37.04 105 29.12 322 30.36
nmod:from 2 0.00 86 28.28 276 35.06
nmod:in 41 56.52 233 36.90 263 12.34
nmod:as 8 7.41 99 33.90 220 39.05
nmod:on 5 20.00 49 21.65 218 36.70
nmod:into 2 33.33 26 14.46 114 35.90
nmod:against 1 0.00 25 36.00 96 52.57
nmod:over 0 - 12 0.00 76 35.46
nmod:about 1 0.00 0 - 43 37.21
nmod:at 4 18.18 22 4.26 33 10.66
nmod:of 4 0.00 14 0.00 23 5.13
nmod:towards 0 - 0 - 17 51.43
nmod:through 11 0.00 8 17.14 13 21.05
nmod:across 0 - 2 40.00 9 26.09
nmod:due to 0 - 2 22.22 7 6.45
nmod:between 2 0.00 1 0.00 6 0.00
nmod:among 0 - 1 33.33 6 7.41
nmod:along 1 66.67 0 - 5 0.00
nmod:by 8 0.00 2 0.00 2 0.00

Table 6: The support of the most common verbal relations in the test sets, alongside their Relation-F1 score (as
‘F1‘) of our best method (‘k-nearest-argument’).
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